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Introducing SunGuard SNX 62/27.
The next generation of high-performance glass.
For the next generation of buildings.
The newest entry in Guardian’s SuperNeutral Series has
our highest light-to-solar-gain ratio (LSG) ever. SNX 62/27
1 2

delivers 62% visible light transmission

3 4

Interior

Exterior

and a low 0.27 solar heat gain coefﬁcient,

SNX 62/27
on #2 surface

for an impressive LSG ratio of 2.30. This
performance means SNX 62/27 lets in
lots of natural light but still blocks solar
heat, saving on energy costs and helping

projects qualify for LEED credits. SNX 62/27 is available
on ﬁve ﬂoat-glass substrates (Clear, UltraWhite low-iron,
CrystalGray, Green and TwilightGreen). To order a sample,
call 866-GuardSG (482-7374). To compare energy costs
across multiple glazing conﬁgurations, use our new
Building Energy Calculator at SunGuardGlass.com.
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SuperLite II-XL 60-120

SuperLite II-XL 45

Advanced fire rated glass with superior
clarity and performance for
every application.

SuperLite I-XL

F I R E

R A T E D

G L A S S

TM

SuperLite I

Register online for “Designing
with Fire Rated Glass” and
receive 1 AIA LU/HSW credit

Made in USA

Proudly made in the USA.

W W W. S A F T I . C O M

888.653.3333

SEE US AT THE 2011 AIA CONVENTION

SuperLite X-90
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New Opportunities

a

Photo: Mathes Brierre Architects/Thomas Damgaard

trade show is a great opportunity to learn
about new products, brush up on design trends
and mingle with suppliers, peers and colleagues.
And for architects, the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) National Convention is probably
the “must-attend” event of the year.
This year, the national convention is set to
take place May 12-14 in New Orleans. Area architects have much to show off in the way of recent
projects. Local firm Mathes Brierre Architects
recently completed the National World War II
Museum expansion. Mathes Brierre was selected
by Voorsanger Architects to partner on this $86
million expansion, which features approximately
8,500 square feet of a custom curtainwall.
The system is composed of an extruded aluminum glazing pocket mounted to a 1-inch wide
steel plate mullion system. The taller vertical mullions, which span 33 feet, are 1-foot by 3-inches
deep plate sections with a 5-inch wide flange at the
inside face. The shorter vertical mullions are comEllen Rogers
posed of 7-inch deep plate sections and the horizontal mullions are composed of 5-inch deep plate
steel. Viracon was the glass fabricator and the contract glazier was Southern Walls & Windows.
Architects across the country are finding
opportunities, and attending shows like the AIA
convention will help
everyone be prepared
for when the market
bounces back.
And while walking
the show be sure and
stop by booth 1419
where you can meet
the staff of Architects’
Guide to Glass &
Metal. You can pick
up free copies of the
magazine, sign up for
our free e-newsletter
or just share your
The National WWII Museum will serve as the venue for thoughts on the state
of the industry. AG
the AIA host chapter party during the convention.
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Metal Matters

A Repurposing Design Approach

r

Adaptive Reuse for Green, Budget-Conscious Building
By Rich Walker

epurposing, more formally known as adaptive
reuse, is the process of adapting older or historic
buildings for purposes other than those initially
intended. When properly implemented, adaptive
reuse offers a viable and sustainable alternative to
the prevalent “demolish and rebuild” approach of
urban and suburban renewal.

Better Buildings
Green buildings typically conjure images of
shiny, new, state-of-the-art (even exotic) energy-efficient buildings. Existing buildings are usually dismissed as candidates for demolition or, at best,
left to historic preservationists. Adaptive reuse of
an existing building, however, is one of the most
sustainable among green strategies.

The Role of Fenestration
Optimal building envelope performance depends
heavily upon the building’s fenestration system. For
fenestration products, green performance encompasses a variety of considerations, with energy efficiency being a key element. Fenestration plays a significant role in retrofitting and renovation, as highly-efficient products can be created to match a building’s style of architecture. This allows building
designers and architects to take full advantage of
new fenestration technology while still adhering to
pre-existing aesthetics.

Multiple Opportunities
While new construction has been the highprofile focus of concern and continual monitor-

Architectural Solutions for 50 Years
Contemporary
Stainless Steel
Railing
Systems
Glass Infill Railing System w/Glass Clamps Glass Railing System

 Custom Designs
& Fabrication
 CAD Drawings
 BIM
 CSI Specs
 Tech Support
Solid Rod Railing System

Glass Canopy System

Visit TACOrailing.com

Call: 800.743.3803  Fax: 305.770.2390  info@TACOrailing.com
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“ Because the country’s buildings are largely old and waste energy,
the measures needed to make them more efficient—such as
replacing windows and/or curtainwall—carry their own incentives
for owners in the form of fast payback due to reduced energy bills.”
ing for signs of life in a challenging market, the
renovation and retrofit segment has been comparatively resilient.
Because the country’s buildings are largely
old and waste energy, the measures needed to
make them more efficient—such as replacing
windows and/or curtainwall—carry their own
incentives for owners in the form of fast payback due to reduced energy bills. According to
market research firm SBI Energy, the U.S. home
energy retrofit market will grow about 15 percent per year to $35 billion by 2013, up from
$20.7 billion in 2007.
Also, the DOE’s R-5 Window Volume
Purchase Program seeks to help both window
buyers and window manufacturers by developing

March/April 2011

a market for R-5 highly insulating and low-E
storm windows at affordable prices. This program
is built around the belief that, simply put, very
low energy buildings help reduce the national
energy consumption.
Though win-win situations have been in
short supply during these tough economic
times, retrofitting and adaptive reuse provides
benefits for all involved. AG

Rich Walker is the president and chief
executive officer of the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association in Schaumburg, Ill. Mr.
Walker’s opinions are solely his own and not
necessarily those of this magazine.
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windows

Enhancing Views, Energy Efficiency

Designed for the commercial and institutional
building markets, Kawneer Company Inc. developed the new AA®3350 IsoPort™ horizontal sliding window. As an extension of its AA®3350
IsoPort™ window platform, the new window
comes with several new configurations that can
help enhance views and energy efficiency.
The AA®3350 IsoPort ™ window is available in
single-hung, double-hung, horizontal-sliding or
fixed with a polyamide thermal break design and
factory glazing. The shape of the polyamide thermal break enhances the performance of the window by maintaining the continuity of the thermal
break throughout the window frame and sash.
One-inch insulating or laminated glass adds to
the energy efficiency of the window, provides
thermal performance and enhances sound resistance performance.
The new window has been tested to meet North
American performance standards and multiple sill
heights are available to meet both 10-pound and
15-pound psf water performance requirements.
Finish options for the AA®3350 IsoPort™ horizontal slider window include anodized or painted in a variety of colors. A dual color finish
option is also available.
→ www.kawneer.com

fire-rated glass

Color and Clarity
in Fire-Rated Options

Providing fire-rated glazing options that also
meet aesthetic requirements, Technical Glass
Products (TGP) now offers ultraHD™ Technology, a
new manufacturing process that it says improves
the color, clarity and surface quality of its entire
line of FireLite® ceramic glass products.
The company says the ultraHD Technology is
designed to improve the overall clarity of each glazed
lite for enhanced viewing and creates a smooth surface by reducing imperfections that can result during
glass production. It also reduces the visible color in
transparent glass ceramic.
FireLite products with ultraHD, include FireLite,
FireLite Plus, FireLite NT and FireLite IGU.
→ www.fireglass.com AG
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Great American
Tower Origami
by Artist
Robert Lang
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this envelope
changes everything
Oldcastle Glass® is now Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
.

More than a name change, this is a sea change in how the building
envelope is realized. Like an envelope created from a single piece of paper,
we approach the building envelope the same way. Not as pieces and
parts—instead—we design, engineer, test and manufacture curtain wall,
windows, storefronts, skylights and glass as one seamlessly integrated
unit. Why do we do it? Everyone in the design and construction chain
is asking for it—from visionary architects to owners, engineers,
consultants and construction managers. To see the future of the building
envelope, call 866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278) or visit us online at
oldcastlebe.com. See us at the AIA Convention, booth #2825.

>I

Finally there is one
integrated system
where all the elements
necessary to enclose
the building are
engineered to work
together seamlessly.
Great American Tower
at Queen City Square
by architect HOK.
Building envelope
by Oldcastle
BuildingEnvelope™
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Light Source
“ While south-facing windows offer the
greatest potential for daylight access, northfacing windows invite glare-free, diffused and
reflected light. Both south- and north-facing
windows offer relatively stable daylight
conditions throughout the day.”

lighting. A range of guidelines and simulation
tools are available that can assist with this task.

The Task: Maximize
Daylight, Minimize Discomfort
Windows do the best daylighting job if they are
spreading light evenly throughout the daytime
hours and across the interior space without glare
and excessive solar heat gain. After all, daylight
access is negated if occupants keep their shades
lowered. Avoiding excessive solar radiation also
helps to limit cooling energy use. Several window
design choices are available to address these visual
and thermal performance issues:
• Orientation and Window Area
If there is a choice over window orientation
and area, give preference to south- and northfacing windows to enhance daylighting. While
south-facing windows offer the greatest potential for daylight access, north-facing windows
invite glare-free, diffused and reflected light.
Both south- and north-facing windows offer relatively stable daylight conditions throughout
the day. Conversely, it is far more challenging
to control radiation from the rising or setting
sun on east- and west-facing windows. At any
orientation, larger window areas increase daylight access and spread light evenly across the
interior—although at the price of more solar
heat gain and winter heat loss.
• Directing the Light, Offering Shade
Daylight usually does not spread its benefits fairly across a building. Often, occupants near a

Photo: Sage Electrochromics

d

aylighting offers powerful promises: electricity
savings, occupant benefits and aesthetic appeal.
But daylight isn’t only a potential substitute for
electric lighting; it can also stimulate the well-being
and productivity of building occupants by connecting them to the weather, season and time of day.
In commercial buildings, this promise of saving
energy and improving workplace satisfaction has
contributed to the popularity of highly transparent façades and skylights. However, since the sun
can cause glare and excessive heat gain, architects
and specifiers must apply good judgment when
evaluating window and façade options for day-

A variety of glazing options, including glass that changes from
clear (right) to dark (above), such as this application in Chabot
College in Hayward, Calif., are available options for daylighting
designs.
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Designing and Specifying Window Systems for Daylighting
by Nils Petermann

window receive plenty of daylight, if not glare,
while those further inward must do with little or
no daylight. Skylights, roof monitors or light
tubes are a solution to illuminate central areas
of a top floor. Diffuser baffles underneath these
toplighting sources are helpful for spreading
light evenly. Vertical façades can benefit from
light shelves integrated into the window system
or horizontal louvers that redirect daylight to
the ceiling and deep into the interior. These
design elements also help shade the area near
the windows.
As a rule of thumb, direct sunlight should be
blocked from falling on occupants, their task
surfaces and computers. However, this may not
always be avoidable unless operable shades or
louvers are used. Such shading devices can be
automated to ensure that they only interfere
with daylight access when necessary.
Additional glare and solar heat gain control is
integrated in many commercial glazing options
in the form of coatings and tints.
• Glazing Options: from Clear to Tinted
Insulating glass with good thermal performance can have a broad range of optical characteristics. High-performance glazing includes
low-E coatings that reflect infrared thermal
radiation but look clear. Some low-E glazing
options limit solar heat transmission to less
than half of visible light transmission (centerof-glass solar heat gain coefficient below 0.3
combined with visible light transmittance
above 0.6). If there are concerns about glare,
consider glazing that combines low-E with tinted glass, which is available in various shades
and intensities. Since heavy tints reduce visible
light transmission, consider whether the primary purpose of the glazing is to maximize daylight access or to provide a view without glare.
For instance, light transmission is top priority
for glazing in roof monitors or above light
shelves, from where light is bounced to the
ceiling or diffused by baffles. On the other
hand, large, unshaded glass areas may call for
tints to ensure a glare-free view. Some
advanced glazing options, such as dynamic electrochromic glass, can be adjusted to either a
clear or tinted state with the push of a button.

March/April 2011

Tools for Assessing
the Options
A host of studies and design resources support
the task of proper daylighting design. Several
groups and organizations also offer a number of
design tools that can be used for project-specific
evaluations.
One such tool is the Radiance program by
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).
Radiance (http://radsite.lbl.gov/radiance/
HOME.html) is a ray-tracing program that accurately predicts light levels and produces realistic
images of architectural space in all sky conditions.
COMFEN (http://windows.lbl.gov/software/
comfen/comfen.html), also from LBNL, is a less
complex tool. This program uses the EnergyPlus
simulation engine for quick what-if scenarios on specific façade designs based on orientation and location. COMFEN evaluates daylight potential along
with glare, solar heat gain, thermal comfort and
other factors. While not specifically focused on daylighting design, COMFEN allows for quick comparisons of glazing choices and for a rough evaluation
of how to balance daylighting performance with
other priorities.

Connecting the Dots
While window design is important for daylighting, it alone does not guarantee effective results. At
a minimum, electrical engineers must ensure that
electric lighting levels respond to available daylight
in order to save energy. Ideally, interior designers
and mechanical engineers also are involved in the
process to ensure that the incoming light actually
reaches the important work areas and to assess the
effect of solar radiation on cooling loads.
Even with everyone’s busy schedule, a team
effort to assess the options for daylighting is well
worth the while. Whether it’s simple designs or
advanced strategies, any improvement in designing
a building for daylighting, while also controlling
glare and solar heat gain, provides occupants with
more stimulating and comfortable spaces.
AG
Nils Petermann is a project manager with the
Alliance to Save Energy in Washington, D.C. Mr.
Petermann’s opinions are solely his own and not
necessarily those of this magazine.
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Mix It Up
Companies Prepare to Showcase
Their Latest at AIA 2011
rom the food to the nightlife to its famous
Mardi Gras celebration, New Orleans is one
place well known for offering its visitors a spicy
mix. Although Mardi Gras will be long over by midMay, the Big Easy will still be bustling with activity
as the American Institute of Architects’ (AIA)
National Convention will be in town May 12-14.
The convention will be held at the Ernest N.
Morial Convention Center where more than 800
exhibitors, including a healthy number of representatives from the glass and glazing industry, will feature their latest products and services of interest to
architects. From innovative glazings to new windows and curtainwall systems, the glass industry will
bring a diverse mixture of products and services.
Over the next four pages take a look at just
some of the glazing developments you’ll find featured this year at AIA in New Orleans.

F
Don’t Miss
Architects’
Guide to Glass
& Metal at the
Show
While walking this
year’s AIA show floor
be sure and stop by
booth #1419 and
meet the staff of
Architects’ Guide to
Glass & Metal magazine. See you in New
Orleans!
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Booth #2943: Fourth
Surface Technology Improves
Thermal Performance
Pilkington in Toledo, Ohio, has introduced its
low-E 4th surface technology, designed to allow a
double-glazed insulating glass unit (IGU) to
achieve up to 12-percent improved thermal performance over a triple-pane IGU.
Adding a pyrolytic low-E coating to the #4 surface reflects infrared heat back into the building,
reducing the amount of radiant heat loss through
the glass. In cold weather conditions, a low-E
coating on the #2 surface inhibits room heat
from transferring across the air space toward the
outside; adding a second low-E coating to the #4
surface further improves the thermal insulation as
it reflects room heat back inside. Applying two
pyrolytic low-E lites in an IGU reduces the center-
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Booth #2235:
Guardian Lets
in the Light

of-glass U-factor by 45 percent, compared to an
IGU with two lites of standard clear.
→ www.pilkington.com/na

Booth #1635: PPG Has
Multiple Selections for
a Range of Applications
Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries will showcase
a range of products from its line of architectural
glasses and coatings. These include Clarvista™
shower glass, which, with regular maintenance, is

The addition of SNX
62/27 to Guardian
Industries’ SunGuard
SuperNeutral (SN) series
of architectural glass is
the company’s latest development. The company says
SNX 62/27 is ideal for
architects who specify
exterior glass for commercial projects, as it offers
abundant natural light with
a solar heat gain coefficient that raises the glazing light-to-solar gain ratio to 2.30.
SNX 62/27 glass features three microscopically thin silver layers in the coating (often referred to as the triple silver process), which the company says
results in maximum energy efficiency while retaining high visible light transmission. It also has a color-neutral appearance.
In addition, Guardian will debut its new Energy Calculator at the show. The
calculator allows architects and specifiers to evaluate commercial glazing
options and their impact on energy use and design.
→ www.guardian.com

Booth #1634: SAFTI Puts
Fire-Rated Options on Display

designed to look new longer than other shower
glass products. In addition, PPG will feature
Solarban® R100 glass, which is a neutral-reflective, solar control, low-E glass with a proprietary
hybrid coating technology. It has a visible light
transmittance of 42 percent and a solar heat gain
coefficient of 0.23, as well as a 1.79 light-to-solar
gain ratio. Also on display will be Sungate® 400
passive low-E glass, which is manufactured with a
magnetron sputtered vacuum deposition “soft
coat” designed to help commercial buildings in
heating-dominated climates retain heat from the
sun and reduce winter heating costs.
PPG also will feature a variety of its coatings,
including Duranar® powder coatings, Duranar
Ultra-Cool® infrared-reflective coatings and
Duranar Vari-Cool® coatings.
→ www.ppgideascapes.com

March/April 2011

SuperLite advanced fire-rated glass, which SAFTI
FIRST plans to feature, offers clarity and performance for all of the company’s applications. The
product can be used in fire-rated doors and windows as well as custom engineered wall assemblies.
In addition, the company has released the
mySAFTI app, an interactive design tool that
takes the guesswork out
of choosing the correct
fire-rated glass product. Architects can use
their iPhone, iPod Touch
or iPad to make their
selection based on fire
rating or application. In
addition, the
mySAFTI app allows
users to view product
data, size charts, save
favorites and request information via e-mail. For
additional design inspiration, users can browse the
project gallery to view photos of projects across
the country that include the company’s products.
The mySAFTI app can be downloaded for free
from the App Store or through iTunes.
→ www.safti.com
continued on page 16
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Mix It Up
continued from page 15

Booth #2841: NanaWall
Opens Up to Lamboo®
NanaWall Systems will introduce a folding
door system that features custom-crafted frames
made of Lamboo® laminated bamboo. Lamboo is

an engineered bamboo product that is available in three grain and two color choices.
According to the company, the production
process uses 15-percent less embodied energy
than that of engineered wood and 300-percent less embodied energy than aluminum
and steel.

Lamboo products are designed to meet criteria for 2011 “CALGreen” A4.405.4 (use of
building materials from renewable sources)
and also contribute to LEED certification.
→ www.nanawall.com

Booth #2228: Tubelite
Offers Maximum Efficiency
Tubelite will offer its Max/Block™ sunshades, which are manufactured using its
EcoLuminum™, a high recycled-content aluminum billet composition featuring environmentally friendly finishes. Max/Block sunshades are designed to maximize daylighting
and minimize solar heat gain, and are available in airfoil, Z-blade and tubular architectural profiles. Each outrigger type can be
extended from the building in various projection lengths to provide the desired performance. In addition, the patent-pending, detachable, mounting bracket fastens at the pressure
plate area and allows for the removal of the
sunshades’ individual sections for re-glazing
applications.
→ www.tubelite.com
16
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Photo: © Solar Innovations Inc.

Booth #1716: Walker Has
Attendees Seeing Double

Booth #2305: Solar Innovations
Launches Its Monster
Solar Innovations Inc. in Pine Grove, Pa., has
released the SI30000 Monster Wall System, a folding
glass wall that can accommodate panels up to 4-feet
by 12-feet. The company says larger panels also may
be possible depending upon the engineering criteria.
The SI30000 panel includes enhancements
within the frame, which is now three inches deep
and uses dual wheel trolleys. The upgraded trolleys
have wheels on both sides, allowing for the operation of heavier panels than previous versions.
→ www.solarinnovations.com

March/April 2011

A new double-sided, acidetched glass velour finish is the
latest launch from Walker Glass.
With the addition of the
velour/velour finish the company
now offers up to six different
shades of full-surface etching.
Also included in the company’s
double-sided acid-etched glass
program are the satin/satin and
the opaque/opaque finishes.
Upon special request, the double-sided finish can be made out
of a combination of full sheet
etching on one side and an acidetch pattern on the other.
Using North American glass
substrates, the Walker Textures
products are available in a
range of colors and thicknesses varying from 3-mm to 19mm, in a range of sizes up to
100 x 144 inches.
→ www.walker-glass.com AG
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Photo: ©Aislinn Weidele/Ennead Architects.
Used with permission.

Glass Floor
Takes the Stage for
Museum Renovation
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Projects

i

n many architectural creations, the glass itself
often becomes an artistic showpiece, such as in
the Beaux Arts Court at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art. Designed by New York firm Ennead
Architects LLP, the museum features a glass floor
that measures approximately 98 by 98 feet. It sits
4 inches above the original floor and consists of
252 tempered and laminated glass panels set into
shop-fabricated steel frames.
“The new floor preserves the museum’s original historic floor panels, which are obscured but
still visible through the new glass,” says Susan T.
Rodriguez, founding partner and design principal
with Ennead Architects.
She explains that, for the first time in many
years, the original coffering in the museum’s Hall of
the Americas is visible as a result of removing protective panels that were under the glass block floor.

“From the Hall of the Americas, the view to
the original glass blocks is essentially as it was
built, and the amount of light transmitted is
not noticeably reduced. The new floor is less
prone to breakage, and more flexible. The use
of structural glass, a material not available in
the early 1900s, allows the historic to be
retained.”
The glass was fabricated by New York-based
Carvart, which supplied a triple laminated glass that
has a Trax slip-resistant product as the top layer.
Installation was done by Carvart’s sister company
RG Glass, which also designed and fabricated all of
the stainless steel supports.
With a glass floor careful consideration is a
must.
continued on page 20

At left: Ennead
Architects designed
the glass floor system featured in the
Brooklyn Art
Museum. The floor
consists of 252 glass
panels and measures
98 x 98 feet.
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On target with today’s glazing market
LAMINATED GLAZING

SERVICES PROVIDED

BLAST
BALLISTIC
FORCED ENTRY/DETENTION
ARMORED VEHICLES
HURRICANE
SAFETY GLAZING

GLASS BENDING
HIGH PERFORMANCE IGU’S
HEAT & CHEMICAL TEMPERING
FRIT & SPANDREL
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HEATED GLASS

Leading the industry in specialty glass fabrication
Waterjet Cutting
www.dlubakglass.com
PH: 800-336-0562
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Polishing

520 Chestnut St, Blairsville, PA 15717
Fax: 724-459-0866

SEE US AT THE 2011 AIA CONVENTION
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Photo: ©Aislinn Weidele/Ennead Architects. Used with permission.

Projects

The glass used in the floor was fabricated by New York-based Carvart, which
supplied a triple laminated glass that has a Trax slip-resistant product as the
top layer. Installation was done by Carvart’s sister company RG Glass, which
also designed and fabricated all of the stainless steel supports.

“Designing surfaces to be walked on is very
different from vertical glazing as issues of
impact resistance and slip resistance come into
play,” says Rodriguez. “The diffusion characteristics of interior, top-lit glass are also unique to
this type of application.”
Edward Geyman, Carvart vice president, adds,
“The frames are floating off the floor, so special
brackets had to be designed to carry the weight
of the glass as well as the live and dead load.”
Testing was also critical.
“This is a public space and all types of testing were involved. We tested our products for
dry and wet slip resistance, we did the load
engineering, we did drop tests since this space
is used for private parties. We also provided
special interlayers within the laminated glass,
which blocked out 99.9 percent of ultraviolet
(UV) light, since there are artworks in the floor
below and UV light was a big concern,”
Geyman says. AG

Three coatings. ONE machine.
Ceramic. Silicone. AND Transparent.
Reverse ceramic or silicone coating
and direct etch coating.
Only with the Union Tri-Coater.
For spandrel glass or transparent glass production,
Union Tool’s new glass Tri-Coater delivers
controllable, high quality coat thickness every time.
Long a leader in roller coater technology, the
Tri-Coater features a unique design that allows
reverse coating of either ceramic frit or silicone
based coatings. And with the same machines
you can direct coat transparent or etch coatings.
Union roller coaters provide superior results compared
to spray, curtain coater or silk screen application
methods. You’ll get smoother, better quality coats with
less striations and ease of changeover from color to color
– or product to product.

The new glass Tri-Coater. Only from The Union Tool
Corporation. Visit our website to find out more.

The Union Tool Corporation
574-267-3211

E-mail: sales@uniontoolcorp.com
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And a better place to live.

The right glass can create
a better place to work.

Cut cooling costs, equipment costs,
and carbon emissions with a name you trust.
When you need to deliver impossibly impressive results, count on your local PPG Certiﬁed Fabricator
and Solarban Low-E glass. A third-party energy analysis shows that our leading Solarban glass can
eliminate 21,000 tons of CO2 emissions and save more than $400,000 in up-front equipment costs
– results today’s architects and building owners are looking for. And with over a billion square feet sold,
you know your local PPG Certiﬁed Fabricator will come through every time. To ﬁnd yours, or for a copy
of the energy analysis, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertiﬁedCM is a certiﬁcation mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com
SEE US AT THE 2011 AIA CONVENTION

